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“Blood Donation is said to be the noblest act of human society. Such act was organized by Grow More Foundation and Red Cross Society (Ahmedabad), held at Grow More Foundation Campus.”

The National Service Scheme Unit (NSS) of Grow More Foundation (GMF) organized a Blood Donation and Thalassemia Camp for helping “Human Society”, in the college premises on 02\textsuperscript{nd} October, 2015. It started with all the necessary requirements like, registration of students followed by medical checkup then after blood donating and refreshments.

Thalassemia being a very dangerous disorder in the blood of a person which can cause a number of problems. The unit organizes a check up camp every year in which the students can give a sample of their blood to check for this existence of this disorder. This is done after the volunteers go class to class making the students aware of the problem and informing them about the same.

In this event Students, faculty members and Non teaching staff were participated and also motivate other people for the participation.

Grow More Group of Institutions, Himatnagar-383001
On that occasion, Dr. Samir Patel (Principal, GMFE) and Prof. Bharat Suthar (I/C Principal, GMFDE) were present as Guest of honor, along with the faculty members and students of institution.